The Sky Match™ color management system is a user-friendly, web based system designed to make color retrieval faster and more manageable for aerospace paint applicators. From simple color retrieval to custom color matching, the Sky Match color management system will deliver improved MRO and aircraft paint shop productivity and profitability.
SKY MATCH™ COLOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COLOR INFORMATION IS NOW JUST A CLICK AWAY

The Sky Match™ color management system will provide improved profitability and reduce waste as painters can now make the exact batch size needed in any unit of measure desired. Sky Match’s custom color matching capability and inventory management will ensure that the products are in stock when needed to improve productivity.

Providing intuitive color searches, storing, tracking and reporting; working in concert with Sherwin-Williams Aerospace Coatings intermix systems.

Sherwin-Williams provides the finest in performance aerospace coatings and delivers custom solutions for commercial, military and general aviation including a full-range of specialized livery color options that provide a brilliant, durable finish. The Sky Match color management system will deliver the speed and productivity demanded in today’s global aerospace market.

The Sky Match color management system provides accessible and simple information for batch tracking – by purchase order or by customer.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Formula retrieval; Intuitive retrieval ensuring speed and accuracy
• Internet-based; Free access from any land line, Wi-Fi or cellular web portal
• Formula costing; Easy and accurate cost and profitability analysis
• Custom color match; Improve productivity with on-site matching and batch making
• Inventory management; Real time stock levels based on product usage
• Regulatory reporting; Simple environmental tracking and reporting
• Smart scale integration; Accurate electronic mixes minimizing errors and waste

OTHER KEY FEATURES:

• Create specific batch sizes
• Track batches by PO or customer
• Store custom formulas
• Store and access competitive matches
• Store electronic standards
• Print batch labels

For more information on aerospace coatings from Sherwin-Williams:
1.888.888.5593 North America
316.733.7576 International
swaerospace.com
415 E. Commerce Street, Andover, KS (USA) 67002
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